Critical Number Theory

WORD PROBLEMS!

Suppose household net worth in 2021 in the United States was
$150 trillion. Now subtract $18 trillion from this due to debt. How
much wealth do:
A)

B)

African American households have, if they account for 4 percent of total household wealth (despite being 13.4% of the
U.S. population)?
White Americans have, if they account for 84 percentof total
household wealth (despite being 60% of the U.S. population)?

(ANSWER: a) $132 trillion X 4% = $5.28 trillion; b) $110.88 trillion.)

Now suppose that the total value of income stolen from African
slaves by white people in the United States, from 1776 to 1860,
was $378 billion.
Not even considering any additional financial reparations for the
crime against humanity, suppose -- given a very conservative compounded interest rate -- that African American household wealth
should be equal to $1 quadrillion in 2021.

BONUS !!
True or false?!
Thomas Jefferson showed
no sign of cognitive dissonance when he wrote, “we
hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are
created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty, and the
pursuit of Happiness.”

Now suppose that Ben is 75% African American, by the standards
of the Office of Enforced Affirmative Action Genetic Testing Act of
2023, and that Joshua is 75% cracker by those same standards. If
the U.S. population is 330 million, and Ben is worth $5.28 trillion/44.2 million, and Joshua is worth $110.88 trillion/198 million,
how much should Joshua pay in reparations tax?

Given that African Americans often have more ancestors from this
country that go back before 1776 than their white American counterparts (who, more often than not, have a majority of their ancestors
from white immigrations after 1776), should African Americans be considered “real” Americans, with the same rights and liberties as honkeyass motherfuckers?)
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(ANSWER:
Go fuck yourself,
Ron DeSantis.)

